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Abstract 11 

In this work, ceramsite was utilized to fabricate the sound-absorbing boards, in which two types of 12 

structure were considered, specifically, single-layer board with homogenous structure and double-layer 13 

board with gradient structure. The mechanical and acoustic properties of these prepared ceramsite 14 

sound absorbing boards were studied, including the bulk density, compressive strength, flexural 15 

strength, softening coefficient, sound absorption coefficient and sound reduction index. The results 16 

show that the double-layer board with the appropriate mix proportion exhibited the almost identical 17 

bulk density and mechanical strength to the single-layer board. All ceramsite sound absorbing boards 18 

had compressive and flexural strengths of more than 3MPa and 1MPa, respectively, and also 19 

demonstrated good water resistance. In terms of sound absorption and sound insulation properties, the 20 

overall performance of the double-layer board with reasonable gradient structure was better than that of 21 

the single-layer board. In addition, the physical structure models of ceramsite sound absorbing boards 22 

were established to illustrate the variation of mechanical properties and explore the mechanism of 23 

sound absorption and insulation in the material. 24 

Keywords Ceramsite sound absorbing boards; Gradient structure; Mechanical properties; Acoustic 25 

properties; Physical structure model 26 
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1 Introduction 28 

With the rapid development of modern industry and transportation industry, noise pollution is 29 

becoming more and more serious. It has been reported that noise pollution has escalated into a 30 

contemporary worldwide problem, which is listed as one of the four major global pollutions, alongside 31 

water pollution, air pollution, and solid waste pollution [1]. The relevant surveys have suggested that 32 

the residents usually exposed to noise pollution could suffer from hearing loss, and under severe cases, 33 

their incidence rate of heart attack would be increased greatly [1,2]. Especially in the human 34 

settlements adjacent to highways, urban viaducts, and high-speed railways, the impact of noise has 35 

emerged as an increasingly significant issue that justifies considerable effort [2]. Therefore, the urgency 36 

to take effective measures of sound absorption and insulation to mitigate noise propagation and protect 37 

individuals from overexposure is evident. 38 

Porous sound-absorbing materials have been widely used in noise reduction due to their porous 39 

porosity structure, particularly in sound absorption. The major function of porous structures was to 40 

provide superior sound absorption performance by the friction behavior of the wall of the pores and the 41 

viscosity effect of the air in the pores [3,4]. Generally, porous sound-absorbing materials can be 42 

classified into organic fibrous materials, inorganic fibrous materials, foam sound absorption materials, 43 

metal sound absorption materials, and cement-based sound absorption materials [5,6]. The fibrous and 44 

foam materials had the main disadvantage of poor strength and durability, and the cost of metal sound 45 

absorption materials was too expensive nowadays. Thus, several academics [7,8,9,10] have 46 

investigated cement-based ceramsite sound absorbing materials, attributing their good sound-absorbing 47 

capabilities, adjustable mechanical and durability properties, as well as their considerable economic 48 

benefits and environmental sustainability. From the characteristics of raw materials, ceramsite is a type 49 

of artificial and environmentally friendly aggregate made of clay or shale and manufactured by high-50 
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temperature calcination. It is featured with a porous internal structure with a honeycomb shape inside 51 

[9,10]. As a result, ceramsite is a light and porous raw material that is very suitable for sound 52 

absorption. On the other hand, cement-based ceramsite sound absorbing material is formed by 53 

wrapping and bonding ceramsite particles with cement paste. It means that in addition to the pores that 54 

existed in the ceramsite itself, numerous voids are formed by the mutual accumulation of ceramsite 55 

particles [10], thereby the ceramsite porous materials exhibit good sound absorption performance. 56 

Existing studies by Luan et al. [7] and Wu et al. [10] have reported that the average sound absorption 57 

coefficient (arithmetic mean of sound absorption coefficients of six frequencies, i.e., 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 58 

500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 4000 Hz) of the ceramsite porous material was greater than 0.5. 59 

Besides, ceramsite sound absorbing material belongs to cement-based material, which can achieve 60 

various properties such as strength and durability. 61 

Many existing studies reveal that ceramsite sound absorbing material has good sound-absorbing 62 

performance at high frequency, but its sound-absorbing coefficients at the low and medium frequencies 63 

usually lead to unsatisfactory results [11,13,21]. Currently, scholars have adopted some measures to 64 

improve the sound absorption coefficient at low and medium frequencies, such as increasing the 65 

thickness of the material and reserving an air cavity with a certain thickness behind the material 66 

[12,21,23]. However, increasing the thickness of the material would increase the bulk density and cost 67 

of the material. Also, although the method of reserving air cavity behind the material improves sound 68 

absorption performance at low and medium frequencies, ceramsite sound absorbing materials still have 69 

a narrow sound absorption band [12,13,14,17]. What’s more, for field applications, such as acoustic 70 

barriers for traffic noise mitigation, in addition to meeting the sound insulation requirements, the 71 

physical and mechanical properties of ceramsite sound absorbing materials should also be investigated 72 
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to ensure that the materials have sufficient strength and durability to resist the influence of 73 

environmental agents [24]. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a relevant study on the mechanical and 74 

acoustic properties of ceramsite sound absorbing boards with gradient structure to give full play to their 75 

advantages and broaden their field application in sound absorption and insulation. 76 

Given the above, single-layer and double-layer ceramsite sound absorbing boards were designed 77 

and manufactured in this work. The basic physical-mechanical properties and acoustic properties of 78 

these developed boards were studied. Based on the test findings, the effect of gradient structure on 79 

physical-mechanical properties and acoustic properties were investigated. At last, the corresponding 80 

mechanism was discussed by establishing the physical structure model of material. Overall, this 81 

research aimed to provide theoretical reference and technical support for preparing gradient-structured 82 

ceramsite sound absorbing materials used in field applications. 83 

2 Experimental programs 84 

2.1 Design and preparation of ceramsite sound absorbing boards 85 

Two types of commercial ceramsite were used as the aggregates, including coarse ceramsite and 86 

fine ceramsite. The particle ranges of coarse and fine ceramsite were 0-5 mm and 0-3 mm, respectively. 87 

The particle size distributions of coarse and fine ceramsite are shown in Fig. 1. The cement paste was 88 

used as the binder, which was mainly composed of P·O 42.5 cement and water. In this study, three 89 

kinds of mix proportions (i.e., ①~③) were designed for the ceramsite sound absorbing material in 90 

consideration of particle gradation of ceramsite and content of cement paste. The details of the mix 91 

proportions are presented in Table 1. The mix ① adopted all coarse ceramsite as the aggregates, and 92 

the mix ② used half of each coarse and fine ceramsite as the aggregates, while the mix ③ adopted 93 

higher content of cement paste compared to mix ②. 94 
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Fig. 1 Particle size distributions of coarse and fine ceramsite 96 

Table 1 Mix proportions of ceramsite sound absorbing materials (kg/m3) 97 

Mix Coarse ceramsite Fine ceramsite Cement paste 

① 710 0 242 

② 355 355 242 

③ 355 355 805 

Based on the above mix proportions, three types of ceramsite sound absorbing boards were 98 

designed. Specifically, specimen A was a single-layer board prepared by the mix ①, while specimens B 99 

and C were double-layer boards prepared by mix ① and mix ② or ③. The length and width of sound-100 

absorbing boards were about 975 mm and 495 mm, respectively. The details of the design schemes are 101 

presented in Table 2. The ceramsite sound absorbing boards were manufactured by industrial 102 

production technology. The raw materials were mixed and stirred according to the corresponding mix 103 

proportion, and then, the ceramsite sound absorbing boards were formed by vibratory compaction. The 104 

pressure during the vibratory was around 15kN, and the vibratory compaction was maintained for 2-4s. 105 

Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the vibratory compaction equipment and the formed sound-absorbing boards, 106 

respectively. 107 

Table 2 Design schemes of ceramsite sound absorbing boards 108 

Specimens The thickness of layer X The thickness of layer Y Total thickness 

A（single-layer） 50-mm (①) 0-mm 50-mm 

B（double-layer） 35-mm (①) 15-mm (②) 50-mm 

C（double-layer） 35-mm (①) 15-mm (③) 50-mm 
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            109 

(a) Vibratory compaction equipment                          (b) Formed sound absorbing boards 110 

Fig. 2 Vibratory compaction equipment and formed sound-absorbing boards 111 

The formed ceramsite sound absorbing boards were covered with plastic films for preventing the 112 

evaporation of free water in mixtures, and then, were stored in a closed room at ambient temperature 113 

for curing. After curing for 28 days, experimental tests were carried out to evaluate the performance of 114 

the specimen according to the following test methods. 115 

2.2 Test methods 116 

2.2.1 Physical and mechanical properties 117 

The physical and mechanical properties of the specimen, i.e., bulk density, compressive strength, 118 

flexural strength, and softening coefficient, were tested as per Chinese standards of [15] and [16]. Three 119 

plate specimens with a dimension of 100×100×50 mm were used for the measurement of the bulk 120 

density of each group; Three plate specimens with a size of 100×100×50 mm were tested for the 121 

compressive strength of each group, and the compressive surface of specimens was 100×100 mm; One 122 

plate specimen with a size of 250×250×50 mm was tested for the flexural strength of each group. The 123 

flexural strength of the specimen was tested by three-point bending test as per the Chinese standard of 124 

[15], in which the force (F) was loaded in the two directions on the midspan of the specimen 125 

successively. The schematic diagram of the flexural strength test is shown in Fig. 3. The flexural 126 

strength in one direction on the midspan of the specimen was calculated via Eq. (1). 127 
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Fig.3 Schematic diagram of flexural strength test 129 
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 130 

where 
tf  is the flexural strength (MPa); F is the peak load (N); L is the span (mm); b and e are 131 

respectively the width and thickness of the section subjected to flexure (mm). 132 

The softening coefficient was used to characterize the water resistance of the specimen, it was 133 

the ratio of the compressive strength of the specimen in the water-saturated state to that under the dry 134 

state. The water-saturated state was achieved by immersing the specimen in water at 20±2℃ for 3d. 135 

And the test method was following the above-mentioned compressive strength test. It should be noted 136 

that all the above specimens for physical and mechanical properties testing were cored from the 137 

corresponding sound-absorbing boards, and the average of the multiple test results was taken as the 138 

final result. 139 

2.2.2 Acoustic properties 140 

In this study, the sound absorption coefficients and the sound reduction indexes at the frequencies 141 

of 125-4000 Hz were tested to evaluate the acoustic properties of the prepared ceramsite sound 142 

absorbing boards. The sound absorption coefficients were measured in a reverberation room (as shown 143 

in Fig. 4). 20 pieces of ceramsite sound absorbing boards (the total area of ceramsite sound absorbing 144 

boards was about 10 square meters) were laid in the room for sound absorption measurements. In the 145 
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reverberation room, the irregular incidence sound absorption coefficients of sound absorbing materials 146 

were measured and the acoustic field was diffuse, which was closer to the actual service conditions. 147 

Thus, the sound absorption coefficients obtained by the reverberation room could accurately reflect the 148 

sound absorption performance of the materials in service. The sound reduction indexes were measured 149 

in a sound insulation test room (as shown in Fig. 5). The sound insulation test room consisted of two 150 

adjacent reverberation rooms, i.e., the sound source room and the sound reception room. Between the 151 

two rooms with the test hole for the installation of ceramsite sound absorbing boards. 152 

                  153 

Fig.4 Reverberation room                               Fig.5 Sound insulation test room 154 

3 Results and analyses 155 

3.1 Physical and mechanical properties 156 

Fig. 6 shows the physical and mechanical properties of ceramsite sound absorbing specimens. It 157 

can be observed from Fig. 6(a) that the bulk densities of all the specimens were lower than 1000 kg/m3. 158 

As an example, the bulk density of specimen B was 860.8 kg/m3, which was about 1/3 times the 159 

density of concrete (around 2400 kg/m3). Also, the bulk density of double-layer specimens B and C was 160 

greater than that of the single-layer specimen A. Specifically, the bulk density of specimen B was 161 

increased by 1.2%, and the bulk density of specimen C was increased by 17.3%, compared with 162 

specimen A. This was attributable to the more compact accumulation of ceramsite in layer Y of 163 

specimens B and C due to the mixing of coarse and fine ceramsite, as well as the fact that layer Y of 164 

specimen C had large content of cement paste, which had a higher density than ceramsite. 165 
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As demonstrated in Fig. 6(b), the compressive strengths of all specimens were greater than 3MPa. 166 

The compressive strength of double-layer specimen B was marginally lower than that of single-layer 167 

specimen A, while the compressive strengths of specimens A and B was respectively decreased by 168 

7.8% and 10.7% compared with specimen C. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the flexural strengths of all 169 

specimens were greater than 1MPa. Comparatively, the flexural strength of double-layer specimen C 170 

was the highest, which was almost twice that of specimens A and B. This was because that the flexural 171 

strength was mainly determined by the tensile strength of bottom portion, and the layer Y of specimen 172 

C had higher tensile carrying capacity attributed to the high-content cement paste. Besides, the 173 

mechanical strengths of specimens A and B did not differ significantly, with the variation less than 10%. 174 

It can also be found from Fig. 6(d) that the softening coefficients of specimens A, B, and C were 175 

greater than 0.80, indicating that both single-layer and double-layer specimens exhibited good water 176 

resistance. Compared with single-layer specimen A, the softening coefficient of specimen B was 177 

increased by 5.7% and reached 0.92, while the softening coefficient of specimen C was decreased by 178 

4.8%. 179 
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                        (c) Flexural strength                                       (d) Softening coefficient 183 

Fig.6 Physical and mechanical properties of ceramsite sound absorbing specimens 184 

3.2 Acoustic properties 185 

3.2.1 Sound absorption properties 186 

Fig. 7 shows the sound absorption coefficients at 125-4000 Hz of specimens A, B and C. The 187 

experimental results show that the sound absorption coefficients at 125-2000 Hz of specimen B were 188 

higher than that of specimen A. In particular, the sound absorption coefficients at 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 189 

500Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz of specimen B were respectively increased by 14.3%, 7.7%, 12.5%, 190 

7.4%, 24.6% compared with specimen A. This indicates that employing proper gradient structure could 191 

improve the sound absorption performance at 125-2000 Hz. Moreover, the sound absorption 192 

coefficients at 125-1000 Hz of specimen C were lower than those of specimen A, while the absorption 193 

coefficients at 2000 Hz of specimen C were higher than those of specimen A. It suggests that the high 194 

compactness adopted in the layer Y of specimen C was not conducive to enhancing the sound 195 

absorption performance at low and medium frequencies of the specimen, but could improve the sound 196 

absorption property at higher frequency of 2000 Hz. It is worth noting that specimen A exhibited the 197 

highest sound absorption coefficient at 4000 Hz, which was followed by specimen B and specimen C. 198 

In addition, the comparison between the double-layer specimens B and C shows that the sound 199 

absorption coefficients at 125-1000 Hz and 4000 Hz of specimen B were all higher than those of 200 

specimen C; while at the frequency of 2000 Hz, the sound absorption coefficient of specimen B was 201 
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lower than that of specimen C. 202 
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Fig. 7 Sound absorption coefficients at 125-4000 Hz of specimens A, B and C 204 

The noise reduction coefficient (NRC) and the average sound absorption coefficient ( ) were 205 

employed to evaluate the overall sound absorption performance of the specimens, as stipulated in the 206 

Chinese standard of [18]. Thereinto, NRC and   were calculated via Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. 207 

                                               

250 500 1000 2000=                                       2
4

NRC
     

（ ）
 208 

                                            

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000=                            3
6

          
（ ）

 209 

Where 
125 ,

250 ,
500 ,

1000 ,
2000 and 

4000 were the sound absorption coefficient at 125 Hz, 250 210 

Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 4000 Hz, respectively. 211 

Table 3 NRC and  of specimens A, B and C 212 

Specimens NRC   

A（single-layer） 0.48 0.48 

B（double-layer） 0.55 0.51 

C（double-layer） 0.52 0.46 

Table 3 shows the NRC and  of specimens A, B and C. It can be found that specimen B had the 213 

highest NRC and  , indicating that the sound absorption property of double-layer specimen B with 214 

reasonable gradient structure was the best. It is worth noting that the NRC of specimen C was higher 215 

than that of specimen A, while the   of specimen C was lower than that of specimen A. This was 216 
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reasonable as that specimen A exhibited a higher sound absorption coefficient at 4000 Hz compared 217 

with specimen C, resulting in a higher average sound absorption coefficient ( ) for specimen A. In 218 

other words, compared to specimen A, specimen C exhibited better sound absorption performance at 219 

250-2000 Hz, but worse sound absorption property at 125-4000 Hz. 220 

3.2.2 Sound insulation properties 221 

Fig. 8 shows the sound reduction indexes at 125-4000 Hz of specimens A, B, and C. It can be 222 

observed that the sound reduction indexes at 125-4000 Hz of specimen C was the highest, with the 223 

sound reduction index ranging from 14-20 dB. The subsequent were specimen B and specimen A, 224 

which had the sound reduction index ranging from 11-15 dB and 4-9 dB, respectively. 225 
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Fig. 8 Sound reduction indexes at 125-4000 Hz of specimens A, B, and C. 227 

Table 4 gives the average sound reduction index ( R ) of specimens A, B, and C, which was 228 

calculated via Eq. (4). 229 

                                      

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000                            (4)
6

R R R R R R
R

    


 230 

Where 
125R ,

250R ,
500R ,

1000R ,
2000R and 

4000R were the sound reduction index at 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 231 

500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 4000 Hz, respectively. 232 

Table 4 The average sound reduction index ( R ) of specimens A, B, and C 233 
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Specimens /R dB  

A（single-layer） 6.58 

B（double-layer） 11.97 

C（double-layer） 15.39 

It can be found from Table 4 that the R of double-layer specimen was higher than that of single-234 

layer specimen, specifically, the R  of specimens B and C was increased by 81.9% and 133.9%, 235 

respectively, compared with the specimen A. This indicates that the sound insulation properties at 125-236 

4000 Hz of double-layer specimens B and C were significantly enhanced by introducing gradient 237 

structure compared with single-layer specimen A. Moreover, the R of double-layer specimen C was 238 

higher than that of double-layer specimen B due to the high-content cement paste adopted in the layer 239 

Y of specimen C. 240 

From the above results of sound absorption coefficient and sound reduction index, it can be 241 

concluded that specimen B with appropriate gradient structure not only improved the sound absorption 242 

properties but also enhanced the sound insulation performance compared with the single-layer 243 

specimen A. It suggests that using proper gradient structure had a positive effect on improving the 244 

acoustic performance, i.e., sound absorption properties and sound insulation properties, of the 245 

ceramsite sound absorbing board. In addition, the average absorption coefficient of specimen C was 246 

decreased compared with the specimen B due to the high-content cement paste in the layer Y, which 247 

obstructed the entry and consumption of sound waves to some extent. However, it is worth mentioning 248 

that the sound insulation property of specimen C was the best among the three groups of specimens A, 249 

B and C due to the dense structure of layer Y. 250 

4 Discussions 251 

4.1 Physical structure model 252 

A good understanding of the relationship between compositions, structures, and properties of 253 

ceramsite porous boards with gradient structure was important, the corresponding physical structure 254 
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model was established according to the cross-section view of specimens A, B and C (as shown in Fig. 255 

9). The physical structure models of specimens A, B, and C were shown in Figs. 10(a), (b) and (c), 256 

respectively. The established model was based on the considerations of gradient structure and the 257 

assumption that ceramsite particles with different sizes were regular spheres. The accumulation state of 258 

ceramsites and the process of absorption, reflection, and transmission of the acoustic wave in ceramsite 259 

porous materials were shown by the model. Thereinto, incident sound energy, reflected sound energy, 260 

absorbed sound energy, consumed heat energy, and transmitted sound energy was expressed as Ein, Ere, 261 

Eab, Eheat, and Etr, respectively. 262 

 263 

 264 

Fig. 9 Cross-section view of specimens A, B and C 265 

For mechanical properties, it can be seen from Fig. 10(a) that the ceramsite sound-absorbing 266 

specimen was composed of ceramsite coated with a layer of cement paste, and there was a weak area 267 

between ceramsite and cement paste, i.e., interface transition zone (ITZ) [19]. This suggests that the 268 

strength of ceramsite porous material was governed by the strength of aggregate phase (the strength of 269 
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ceramsite itself), the strength of cement paste, and the bond strength between ceramsite and cement 270 

paste, which was consistent with the opinion of Ref [10]. When the number and gradation of ceramsite 271 

phase remained constant, the bond strength between ceramsite and cement paste was dependent on the 272 

content of cement paste on the surface of ceramsite. In comparison with the layer Y of specimen B, 273 

there were more adhesive sites between adjacent ceramsites in the layer Y of specimen C due to the 274 

higher content of cement paste adopted. Thus, the strength of layer Y of specimen C was higher, 275 

resulting in the overall compressive and flexural strengths of specimen C being higher than those of 276 

specimen B. Moreover, the denser structure from the mixture of coarse and fine ceramsite had a 277 

positive effect on the specimen’s strength. At the same time, the total surface area of ceramsite was 278 

increased through the mixing of coarse and fine ceramsite, thus the content of cement paste on the 279 

surface of ceramsite was reduced when the total content of cement paste remained constant, resulting in 280 

a reduction in the specimen’s strength. As a result, the contribution of the above positive and negative 281 

effects led to little variation in the strength of layer Y of specimen B compared to specimen A, as well 282 

as in the overall compressive and flexural strengths between specimens A and B. 283 

For sound absorption properties, it can be observed from Fig. 10(a) that the incident sound energy 284 

entered the interior of single-layer specimen A when the normal incident acoustic wave was propagated 285 

to its surface. There were two main ways to absorb sound energy by the material of layer X. One was 286 

that in the process of acoustic wave propagation inside layer X, the acoustic wave vibrated the air of 287 

micropores or voids in the materials. The other was that acoustic waves rubbed with the pore wall of 288 

ceramsite. The above two main ways led to the sound energy being consumed according to the 289 

viscosity resistance of air and the friction effect of the wall of the pores [6,20]. Subsequently, the 290 

transmitted sound energy was formed when the acoustic wave passed through the layer X. 291 
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Fig. 10(b) shows the physical structure model of the double-layer specimen B. Unlike specimen A 292 

which had only one size of pores, specimen B included two sizes of pores due to the two layers with 293 

different mixture design. Thus, when the acoustic wave was propagated to the interface between layer 294 

X and layer Y, in addition to part of the acoustic wave entering the layer Y, the other part of the acoustic 295 

wave was reflected into layer X for another round of consumption. This was attributed that when the 296 

sound waves entered the interface of different media, the reflection phenomenon of sound waves would 297 

occur due to the different sound resistivity of the media [20,22]. So the double-layer specimen B had 298 

two different media (layer X and layer Y), leading to multiple reflection and propagation of sound 299 

waves [22,25,26], thus considerably consuming the sound energy. Therefore, specimen B with proper 300 

gradient structure exhibited higher sound absorption coefficients at basically all frequencies than those 301 

of specimen A. As a result, the double-layer specimen B had a higher average sound absorption 302 

coefficient of 125-4000 Hz compared with the single-layer specimen A. 303 

Fig.10(c) shows the physical structure model of the double-layer specimen C. It can be observed 304 

that layer Y of specimen C was denser compared with specimen B because the internal void was filled 305 

with high-content cement paste. When the incident sound energy reached the interface of layers X and 306 

Y, most of the sound wave was reflected into layer X, and only a small part of the sound energy was 307 

consumed due to the lack of pores or voids in layer Y of the specimen C. As a result, specimen C 308 

depended primarily on the sound-absorbing material of layer X to achieve sound absorption, resulting 309 

in the lowest average sound absorption coefficient among the three groups of specimens A, B, and C. 310 

Additionally, for sound insulation properties, specimen A was the single-layer board with a 311 

homogenous structure prepared by coarse ceramsite, which meant the overall pore size of specimen A 312 

was the largest among the three groups of specimens. Also, the layer Y of specimen B adopted a 313 
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mixture of coarse ceramsite and fine ceramsite, and the layer Y of specimen C added more cement 314 

paste to the mixture of coarse ceramsite and fine ceramsite. So the compactness of layer Y of specimen 315 

C was higher than that of specimen B. The sound insulation principle suggested that the denser the 316 

material (the smaller the pore size), the better the sound insulation property [27]. Therefore, the value 317 

of transmitted sound energy of specimen A (Etr1) was the largest, which was followed by specimen B 318 

(Etr2) and specimen C (Etr3). This was consistent with the results of sound insulation properties in this 319 

research. It indicates that the sound insulation performance of the double-layer specimen was better 320 

than that of the single-layer specimen, and the sound reduction index was enhanced with the increase of 321 

the compactness of the layer Y in the double-layer specimen. In conclusion, an appropriate gradient 322 

structure adopted in ceramsite sound absorbing boards could play a good dual role in sound absorption 323 

and sound insulation. 324 

 325 

(a) Single-layer specimen A 326 
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 327 

(b) Double-layer specimen B 328 

 329 

(c) Double-layer specimen C 330 

Fig. 10 Physical structure model of ceramsite sound absorbing boards 331 

5 Conclusions 332 

To provide theoretical reference and technical support for preparing gradient-structured ceramsite 333 

sound absorbing boards used in field applications, single-layer and double-layer ceramsite sound 334 

absorbing boards were designed and manufactured. The mechanical and acoustic properties, including 335 

the bulk density, compressive strength, flexural strength, softening coefficient, sound absorption 336 

coefficients at 125-4000 Hz and sound reduction indexes at 125-4000 Hz, of these prepared ceramsite 337 

sound absorbing boards were studied. At last, the corresponding mechanism was discussed. Based on 338 

the results from this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 339 
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1. The bulk density, compressive strength, and flexural strength of double-layer ceramsite sound 340 

absorbing board with suitable mix proportion design were almost identical to those of single-layer 341 

ceramsite sound absorbing board. 342 

2. The compressive and flexural strengths of ceramsite sound absorbing boards were greater than 343 

3MPa and 1MPa, respectively. All ceramsite sound absorbing boards in this work demonstrated 344 

good water resistance, with softening coefficients greater than 0.80. Such good strength and 345 

durability of ceramsite sound absorbing boards support their field application in future. 346 

3. Introducing proper gradient structure could improve the sound absorption performance at low and 347 

medium frequencies of ceramsite sound absorbing boards. The double-layer board B with reasonable 348 

gradient structure exhibited better overall sound absorption properties and overall sound insulation 349 

performance at 125-4000 Hz compared with the single-layer board A. 350 

4. The sound insulation properties at 125-4000 Hz of double-layer specimens B and C adopted gradient 351 

structure were significantly enhanced compared with the single-layer specimen A. What’s more, the 352 

compactness of layer Y in double-layer board could not be too high, otherwise it would reduce the 353 

sound absorption property at 125-1000 Hz of ceramsite sound absorbing board. 354 

5. The physical structure model successfully illustrated the process of absorption, reflection, and 355 

transmission of the acoustic wave in the material and explained the variation of mechanical and 356 

acoustic properties of ceramsite sound absorbing board. 357 
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